Rapid serial visual presentation for the determination of neural selectivity in area STSa.
We show that rapid serial visual presentation (RSVP) in combination with a progressive reduction of the stimulus set is an efficient method for describing the selectivity properties of high-level cortical neurons in single-cell electrophysiological recording experiments. Rapid presentation allows the experimental testing of a significantly larger number of stimuli, which can reduce the subjectivity of the results due to stimulus selection and the lack of sufficient control stimuli. We prove the reliability of the rapid presentation and stimulus reduction methods by repeated experiments and the comparison of different testing conditions. Our results from neurons in area STSa of the macaque temporal cortex provide a well-controlled confirmation for the existence of a population of cells that respond selectively to stimuli containing faces. View tuning properties measured using this method also confirmed earlier results. In addition, we found a population of cells that respond reliably to complex non-face stimuli, though their tuning properties are not obvious.